We apply the Cartan's supersymmetric model to the electromagnetic interaction of memristor, and to π 0 , η, η ′ decay into two photons. Clifford algebra is used, Pauli spinors are expressed by quaternions, and Dirac spinors are expressed by octonions.
Introduction
The Clifford group Γ p,q is defined as [10] Γ p,q = {s ∈ Cl + p,q ∪ Cl − p,q |∀x ∈ R p,q , sxs −1 ∈ R p,q }.
A normalized subgroup of Clifford group is defined as P in:
P in(p, q) = {s ∈ Γ p,q |ss = ±1}, wheres is a reversion of s, and when ss is restricted to +1, Γ p,q is called Spin.
Clifford Algebra Cl + 3 which has bases R ⊕ R 3 ⊕ ∧ 2 R 3 ⊕ ∧ 3 R 3 can make a Spin(3) which is expressed by quaternions: H = {1, i, j, k}, and an extension with a new imaginary unit l, H ⊕ Hl is expressed by an octonion O.
In the Clifford product Cl 0,7 of R 0,7 , the volume element v ∈ 3 R 0,7 is expressed as v = e 124 + e 235 + e 346 + e 457 + e 561 + e 672 + e 713 , and we define w = ve −1 12···7 ∈ 4 R 0,7 and include a unit vector e 8 .
All automorphisms of Spin(n), n = 8 are of the form u → sus −1 where s ∈ P in(n), but the group Spin(8) has exceptional automorphisms, which permute the non-identity elements -1,e 12···8 , −e 12···8 in the center of Spin:
−1 → e 12···8 → −e 12···8 → −1.
This automorphism of order three is called triality automorphism [9, 10, 11] .
The Spin(8) is constructed from Cl (1 + w) 1 2 (1 ± e 12···8 ), and it has the triality symmetry. We want to assign the elementary particles and the field, the symmetry of Spin (8) .
In the Grashow-Salam-Weinberg theorie [12] ,
where
is the vector field Lagrangian (ǫ abc is the isospin structure constant),
is the fermion field Lagrangian,
and
is the Higgs lagrangian in SU(2) W × U(1) symmetry gauge fixing.
The Higgs field φ makes a weak isospin SU(2) W doublet of mass
and its charge conjugate isφ = (−φ 0 * , φ − ).
The mass squared (M 0 ) 2 of the neutral vector boson is given by diagonalization of
and the maximum of the heavy vector boson M Z is
The Weinberg angle θ W is defined as
The photon field A µ and the coupling constant e = √ 4πα are defined as
and the neutral vector boson is
In the 't Hooft gauge [13] ,
One can assign three physical states like (e, µ, τ ) leptons, (ν 1 , ν 2 , ν 3 ) neutrinos, etc. in definite triality states.
We assign to vector particles E = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) and In the analysis of π 0 , η and η ′ decay into two photons, we treat quarks as four-component spinors, photons as selfdual vector particles, and Majorana neutrinos as selfdual spinors, and we consider operations of G 23 , G 12 , G 13 , G 123 and G 132 on a set of fermions and vector particles.
The operator G 132 transforms a set (E ′ , E) to a lepton or a quark (A, B), but since E ′ and E belongs to different triality sectors, mixing of triality occurs in (A, B). Therefore it cannot be a quark, and we assume that A or B here is a Majorana neutrino, or the produced (A, B) is a lepton [14, 15] .
We expect that the electromagnetic decays preserve triality, and the vector particles in a different triality sector cannot be detected by detectors containing leptons or quarks of different trialities, and they will appear as a dark matter [16] . The two-component spinor belongs to a definite triality sector and photons, W ± -bosons, Z-bosons, Higgs particles and Majorana neutrinos can be created from vector particles.
We first summarize the theory of Cartan on the SU(2) spinor. He defined φ = (A, B) with elements ξ * * which has an even number of indices and spinor ψ = (C, D) with elements ξ * which has an odd number of elements.
and added the vector fields expressed as
The spinors A, B, C, D and the vectors E, E ′ transform by superspace transformations, G 23 , G 12 , G 13 , G 123 and G 132 , and there is a triality symmetry among the six spaces.
The fermions C, D produced by G 12 and 
component is not interchanged.
The vector particles produced by G 12 , G 13 and G 132 from fermions and produced by
component is not interchanged. The difference of the 4th component is, however, the problem of complex conjugacy, and not important for photons or Majorana neutrinos, which are treated as self-dual. 
We expect that the electromagnetic decays preserve triality, and the vector particles in a different triality sector cannot be detected by detectors containing leptons, which belong to different trialities. Electromagnetic waves emitted from a source of different triality will appear as a dark matter.
We choose (E, E ′ ) or (Ẽ,Ẽ ′ ) as a four component vector particle (photon, W ± -boson,
Z-boson or H-boson).
We take into account a photon and a Z-boson decays into lepton pairsll or neutrino pairs νν, a W ± -boson decays into lν orlν.
The electromagnetic interaction of a lepton or a quark (A, B) or (C, D) occurs via exchange of a photon, Z-boson lepton pairs, neutrino pairs or gluons
When the initial states are hadrons instead of leptons, quarks (A, B) or (C, D) are coupled with other quarks or anti quarks.
The electromagnetic transition of a lepton or a quark (A, B) to (C, D) occurs by the
The operator G 23 transforms electromagnetic field E toẼ and E ′ toẼ ′ , or in the wave function, transformation e iEt to e iẼt or e iE ′ t to e iẼ ′ t is equivalent to the time reversal operation. If the gravitational force is insensitive to the electromagnetic triality selection rule, the regions sensitive to all G 23 , G 12 , G 123 , G 13 , G 132 interactions will be five times larger than the region sensitive to G 23 . Anti leptons and self-dual gluons are produced by an operation of G 23 , and the triality sectors are preserved.
The final spinor states D and C are produced by an operation of G 13 on vectors E ′ and E, respectively. Since E and E ′ belong to different triality sectors, the final spinor states D and C belong to different triality sectors. Consequently, the spinors (E ′ , E) cannot become a 4-component leptons or quarks of unique triality, but the difference of trality of
produced from C and D can be interpreted as phenomenological momentum transfer of neutrino or anti-neutrino, respectively, i.e.
An operation of G 13 on a leptons or a quark (A, B) produces anti-leptons or anti-quarks (Ã,B), that on quarks (C, D) produces phenomenological momentum transferẼ ′ of Majorana antineutrino orẼ of Majorana neutrino. The operations on vector particles (E, Majorana anti neutrino orẼ of Majorana neutrino. The operation on a vector particle
a lepton, and the produced lν,lν becomes a lepton anti-neutrino or an anti-lepton neutrino pair:
Similarly, the operator 
Operations of G 12 on leptons or quarks A, B produces phenomenological momentum transfer of Majorana anti-neutrinoν or that of Majorana neutrino ν. A lepton-anti-neutrino or an anti-lepton neutrino pair lν,lν appears as a W ± .
Operations of G 123 on vector fields are
l, which are anti-leptons, and A, B are transformed to Majorana neutrino or Majorana antineutrino. The lepton-neutrino or the anti-lepton neutrino pairs lν,lν appear as
It is interesting that the mass of the observable world makes 4.6% and the dark matter makes 23% of the universe [37, 38] . The world transformed by G 23 , G 12 , G 123 , G 13 and G 132 will appear as a dark matter. Phenomenologically, decay of a pion into two gamma rays is well described by a divergence of the axial current, since a pion can be regarded as a Nambu-Goldstone boson [17] . The
Adler-Bardeen's theorem [18] says that higher-order effects in the triangular diagram can be incorporated in the renormalization, represented by a rescattering diagram.
The theoretical decay width of π 0 and that of η into two γ are . Two γ's in π 0 decay belong to the same sector of vector particles (E, E) or (E ′ , E ′ ), but two γ's from η(η ′ ) can be (E, E ′ ) or (E ′ , E) from twisted diagram contribution, which could enhance the decay width by about factor five [7, 8] . Experimentally [40] , decay of η and η ′ are analyzed via η → 3π 0 → 6γ and η ′ → π 0 π 0 η → 6γ.
In the η(η ′ ) decay into two photons, superposition of a propagation of ξ 1234 and ξ 0 was incorporated in the decay into x Two photon decays of π 0 , η and η ′ and η, η ′ mixing were studied by [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34] . The η, η ′ mixing from Lattice simulation was studied in [35] . theory to one loop in [19] . In this theory, effective current quark masŝ
of the order of 7MeV is incorpolated and with characteristic scale M ∼ 500 − 1000MeV, perturbative correction of the order ofm/M is considered.
Near threshold, we consider diagrams of the type Figs.7-10, i.e. exchange of photons, which may effectively appear as a meson production in a cloud of electron-positron pairs.
In the pion photoproduction vertex, the types of the incoming photon and the exchanged photon are assumed to belong to the same triality sector.
Photoproduction of η or η
′ is not straightforward to analyze, since the pion photoproduction followed by the final state interaction of πN → ηN or η ′ N are not easy to estimate [36] .
We can, however, speculate qualitative difference of η or η ′ meson photoproduction vertex from pion photoproduction vertex near threshold. In the case of η or η ′ photoproduction, the types of the incoming photon and the exchanged photon need to belong to different types.
The spinor of the quark and anti quark pair can have polarization +1 or -1. Combined with the photon polarization, total angular momentum becomes 0.
In [8] , we found that the s-wave mesons, whose Cartan's quark anti quark pair have both even number of indices or both odd indices, the masses become light. In the pseudoscalar meson photoproduction near threshold, we consider a quark pair creation near a proton in the background of Coulomb field. We regard in this section, ψ * meson as a π 0 meson. The PCAC hypothesis constraints the current as [39] (p
and [17] finds the amplitude of photoproduction as
Here, J µν A,γ is the axial current that the photon couples, j ν A is the nucleon matrix element, τ is the vertex isospin operator, and (Q π ) kl = e i ǫ k3l is the pion charge operator.
In the soft pion limit q → 0, the amplitude becomes
where e π = Q π τ .
The number of indices after ξ indicates the kind and polarization of the quark. We assign Contributions of the polarization +1 photon in π 0 production on a proton at the threshold are presented in Figs. 7-10.
In this section we assign φ * mesons whose quark anti-quark pairs ξ * and ξ * * are not both even or both odd, (0 is regarded as even), are η mesons. We expect the contribution of the polarization +1 photon in η productions on proton at the threshold are presented in are expressed by quaternions.
We first fix the quark pair in a scalar boson as Φ(hh) or Ψ(hh), where h specifies the basis of the quaternions, (A,B) or (C,D). The scalar boson Φ(hh) decays intoquark pairs φCφ, (or Cφφ) and the scalar boson Ψ(hh) decays into quark pairs ψCψ (or Cψψ). The quarks produce photons, and we choose the direction of the momenta of produced photons
and subsequent directions of the photons along From the diagrams of scalar boson decay into four photons, we interchange the two emitted photons near the Ψ or Φ bases to a lepton which posesses the same Dirac basis ξ as the quark on the loop in the process of the decays. We interchange the other emitted photons to leptons, whose Dirac basis ξ can be defined when the photons on the original lepton loops are specified. We choose the specification of ξ on the other size of Ψ or Φ, such that the two emitted leptons are on a line along i, j, or k which corresponds to the lepton pair production, or on a line I which corresponds to emission of the energy.
Since the two photons decay occur mainly from conversions of 2 lepton pairs [24, 25] , we study
The scalar bosons Ψ and Φ decay into two vector bosons ZZ * , and each Z and Z * emit two leptons. We assume that lepton pairs which are along a line interact by exchanging a photon E with momenta x 1 or x 3 or E ′ with momenta x We studied Higgs boson decay into 4 photons assuming production of lepton pairs expressed by Cartan's spinors. After the emission of leptons along the x axis and the z axis or along the y axis and energy emission, we assumed two photons are emitted along the x axis and the z axis, and we searched a lepton that interacts with the two photons and emits the partners of the first produced leptons. The scalar boson decay into 4 photon diagrams have corresponding diagrams of decay into 2 lepton pairs.
Dark Matter and the triality symmetry
In the Cartan's spinor theory based on Clifford algebra [4] Anisotropy Probe (WMAP ) space craft confirms that almost five times more dark matter (24%) than the normal matter (4.6%) are observed [37, 38] .
We considered three neutrinos in different triality sectors interacting with each other and produced one heavy and two degenerate light neutrinos, which are ν e , ν µ and ν τ [8] . Their lepton partners, e, µ and τ are sensitive to the flavors and the triality of electromagnetic waves, but blind to the triality of quarks and gluons. If electromagnetic waves from different triality sectors cannot be detected by electromagnetic probes in our world, we can understand the presence of dark matter. Assuming the triality selection rules of octonions, dark matter is interpreted as matter emitting photons in a different triality sector than that of electromagnetic probes in our world. Satellite galaxies of Milky Way are a promising target for dark matter searches in gamma rays. The Milky Way is expected to produce gamma rays in different triality. The dark matter is an object whose light cannot be detected on our electromagnetic detectors, but it should be detected through gravitational influences.
In the analysis of Memristor [14, 15] , we observed Devil's staircase structure in the Muthuswamy-Chua's capacitor's [41, 42] frequency system. The similar Devil's staircase structures were observed in the ratio of the frequency of the driving oscillation and that of the response oscillation in van der Pol's system [43] . Our approach of Clifford algebra is preliminary, but super Dirac operators using Clifford algebra are discussed [44] .
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